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Our study (1) included a simple 1-compartment pharmacokinetic model to interpret the results of stress dose
hydrocortisone administration in patients with adrenal
insufficiency and to predict the outcome of a modified
protocol to treat these patients during major stress. The
model was fitted to hydrocortisone IV bolus data, then used
to retrodict responses to continuous hydrocortisone IV infusion and predict dynamic responses to the combination

of the two, including both the initial transient as well as the
eventual steady state.
Dorin et al. (2) highlight that our 1-compartment model
may underpredict the rate of cortisol rise during continuous infusion. They recommend instead the use of a
3-compartment model (e.g., that of Picard-Hagen et al. (3),
accounting for both free and bound compartments for cortisol, in addition to the peripheral compartment.
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dc
= −kc + q
dt

(1)

A 3-compartment model (2), when rewritten in notation consistent with our paper, divides cortisol into free (cf), bound
(cb), and peripheral compartment cp, with only free cortisol
undergoing removal:
dcf
= q (t) − kex cf − kfb cf b + kbf cb − kfp cf + kpf cp ,
dt
dcb
= kfb cf b − kbf cb ,
dt
(2)
dcp
= kfp cf − kpf cp ,
dt
db
= −kfb cf b + kbf cb ,
dt

where b is a variable representing the reserve capacity
of a binding compartment consisting of albumin and
corticosteroid-binding globulin (CBG). A related 3-compartment model that does not include a peripheral compartment
but does account for albumin and CBG separately was described by Dorin et al. (4); we expect the similar model structure would produce similar results.
The 3-compartment model (2) contains 7 free parameters, a dilution constant (absorbed into the function q(t)),
removal rate kex, binding rate 𝑘𝑓𝑏, unbinding rate 𝑘𝑏𝑓, transport to and from peripheral compartment 𝑘𝑓𝑝, 𝑘𝑝𝑓, and maximum binding compartment capacity 𝑏0.
As noted by Picard-Hagen et al. (3), the binding/unbinding
rates 𝑘𝑓𝑏 and 𝑘𝑏𝑓 are fast, which led them to simplify the
model via quasi-steady kinetics. For brevity, we instead note
that the results will be relatively insensitive to both the absolute values of these rates and their ratio, and set 𝑘𝑏𝑓 = 1 min–1
and 𝑘𝑓𝑏 = 0.1 L nmol–1 min–1 (e.g., we find changing their
ratio by a factor of 10 leads to less than 1% improvement in
the log-likelihood). Neither parameter value should be taken
at face value; the point is that changing them will not significantly change the model predictions.
Based on the parameter estimates of Picard-Hagen et al.
(3), we will take the rate of transport to periphery to be
similar to the rate of removal, specifically 𝑘𝑓𝑝 = 𝑘𝑒𝑥, and rate

of return from periphery approximately half of this, specifically 𝑘𝑝𝑓 = 0.5𝑘𝑓𝑝. Based on these assumptions, the 3-compartment model then has only 3 remaining free parameters: 𝛼,
𝑘𝑒𝑥, and 𝑏0. Simultaneous maximum likelihood fitting of the
model shows a reasonable fit to both bolus and continuous
IV data, giving greater confidence in its predictions for the
combined treatment. A caveat is that the continuous IV data
show some evidence of a gradual upregulation of clearance
over the 24-hour span, which is not included in the model.
However, the combined treatment predictions based on
the 3-compartment model (2) show very few differences to
our 1-compartment model (1), with only modification of the
very early time dynamics, showing very high concentrations
immediately after the bolus, followed by a faster equilibration
than predicted in our paper (1). Our core prediction is, however, confirmed and reinforced: a 50-mg IV bolus of hydrocortisone followed by continuous IV infusion of 200 mg/24 h
is optimal to achieve rapid and consistent stress-like response.
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We used a simplified model because we had only data
available that combined free and bound circulating cortisol,
which makes it challenging, if not impossible, to constrain the
parameters of a 3-compartment model. However, Dorin et al.
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the robustness of our prediction.
In brief, our 1-compartment ordinary differential equation model (1) for total cortisol c took the form,
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